A. Call to Order 7:10pm
B. Public Comments: None
C. Chair's Report: None
D. Presentation: Happening in HP-Postponed
E. Updated on Gentrification Project: TABLED

**Action items**
2. Mixer: Mid May, Friday around Happy Hour. AN to check with Arco Iris on date, costs for appetizers. Invite: chamber of commerce, heritage trust, other NC's
3. HHPNC Survey results-TABLED
4. Happening in HP marketing-TABLED
5. Art Walk-Aiming to table event in May
7. Easter event-need 10 baskets for winner. AN to get Silverlake Wine to donate
8. Potential upcoming events: best of awards similar to what ERNC did and creating a time capsule. More details TBD

Adjourn: 745pm